Baby statesmen November 2010

Karlie Grace to M/M Jamie Wiley and (Bobbi Hale ‘04) of Choctaw, on July 23.

Wiley

Pierce Thomas to M/M Matt Jones (Heather Hilderbrand, 06’) of Goodman, MS on May 9, 2010

Pierce

Bruce Austin to M/M Frederick William Wright II (Lisa McGuffee '96), of Wilmington, NC, on September 9, 2010.
Austin

**Thomas Edward** to M/M Harris Bond (**Laura Beth Shields ’00**), of Sylacauga, AL on September 7, 2010.

Shields

**Micah Nathaniel** to M/M **Micah Carrington ’00** (Dusti Carrington), of , on September 23.

Carrington
Luke Steven to M/M Alan McAfee '01 (Stacy Beale '01), of Cordova, TN, on August 12.